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SCOPE AND CONTENTS: Applications of the tunnel diode have been studied

mainly as a large-signal oscillator and as a switching device. A tunnel

diode oscillator has been analysed and studied in the small-signal, large-

signal and the relaxation mode of operation. It is shown that the oscillating

voltage and the current of the tunnel diode oscillator satisfy Van der Pol

and the Raleigh equation respectively and how with increasing damping factor

a of the Van der Pol equation, the non-linear oscillation changes from almost

sinusoidal to relaxation type. The large-signal oscillation is solved

graphically by Lienard method of construction of the limit cycle. Relaxation

oscillations have been studied in detail and by means of experimental results

it is shown how a tunnel diode relaxation oscillator can be used as a square-

wave and staircase wave generators. The impedance of the diode has been

analysed and the stability criteria as well as the conditions necessary for

various modes of operation has been established.

Switching applications of the diode have been discussed along with

the experimental results obtained from monostable and bistable operation.

Other useful switching applications of the diode, e.g. as an amplitude dis-

criminater, as a square-wave generator from sine waves and as a Bubstitute

for Schmidt trigger circuit, have been suggested along with experimental

evidence.
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I Introduction

Since its introduction into the field of Electronics by Leo

Esaki in 1957, the tunnel diode has opened up new Engineering per

spectives. It is a two-terminal active semi~conductor device that

exhibits a voltage-controlled negative-resistance over a portion of

its V-I characteristics and thereby showing the prospects of manifold

applications. It has a remarkable history in the sense that within

a very short time of its arrival, it has attracted the attentions of

thousands of the circuit designers who have thoroughly studied,

analysed and alre~dy applied it for many useful purposes, specially

in the field of Computers. This is because tunnel diode possesses

several unique advantages over other known negative-resistance

devices. It has also got its disadvantages and limitations which

have disappointed most of its admirers by presenting some seemingly

insoluble problems, but it is hoped that with the advent of new

techniques these short-comings could easily be overcome.

A notable characteristic of the tunnel diode, is its fast

switching speed. The inherent junction capacitance along with the

series resistance and inductance tend to slow the switching time.

It has a theoretical frequency limit of about 107 megacycle

per second. Up till now, diode with a cut-off frequency of about

200 kMc has been developed.

The tunnel diode is also capable of operation over wide

temperature ranges and can withstand relatively large doses of nuclear
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radiation. These characteristics are due to the heavy doping and

the lack of dependence 'on minority carrier life-time.

The heavy doping also results in a tolerance of surface

contamination.

Another desirable charc,cteristic of the diode is its extreme

mechanical sir~plicity, having only two terminals. This makes the

device to be manufactured at a reasonably low cost. Its low power

consum~tion and miniature size also make it more attractive.

The above factors account for the interest which the tunnel

diode has excited since its introduction in the field of Computers.

Because of its non-linear charocteristic, a tunnel diode is

very well suited for use as a self-excited converter. Operation in

the negative-resistance region leads to components such as oscillator

and amplifier with a good noise figure. It can be used as a harmonic

generator, amplitude discriminator, limiter and non-sinusoidal pulse

generator.

In parallel with a suitable resistance it can be used as a

current sourc e.

Prominent problems associated with its incorporation into

the practical circuits are (i) spurious oscillation, (ii) requires

low-impedance source, (iii) low voltage levels, (iv) very small

output power. The most important of all is that it being a two

terminal device, complete isolation between the input and the output

poses a great problem.

The aim of this work is to study the behaviour of the tunnel

diode mainly as a large-signal oscillator and as a switching device.
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The theory of small-signal operation of tunnel diode oscil10tor has

been dealt with in many literatures assuming a constant negative

resi:·tance of the diode. Obviously, none of these analyses are

satisfactory because of the fact that non-linearity must be present

in a neg"tive-resistance OGcillator to provide amplitude limiting

and as a result both the positive and the negative-resistance regions

are involved in such an oscillator. Hence, sinusoidal oscillutions

may never be possible in such a circuit and the analysis must deal

with the large-signal vehaviour and the relaxation oscillation.

Unfortun~tely, the theory of large-signal and the relaxation

o:;cillator is in a very unstaisfactory state of development. Analy

tical methods are valid only for small-signal operation. For large

signal and relaxation behaviour both the analytical as well as the

topological method must be used simultaneously, because a complete

solution of the non-linear oscillator, i.e. wave shape, amplitude

and frequency cannot be arrived at by either of the methods alone.

For analytical methods, the non-lineilrity must be expressed

as a power series to get the accurate information, but it is very

difficult to evaluate the coefficients unless a Computer ic used.

This difficulty could be avoided if the V-I characteristic is

symmetrical, so that the non-linearity could be approximated by a

cubic polynomial. Although inaccurate, this assumption has been

made in the present analysis. It is shown that the voltage output

of such an oscillator satisfies Van der Pol equation, whereas the

current ,satisfies Raleigh equation.

This thesis contains the result of the complete investigation

of a tunnel diode oscillator, for small-signal, large-signal and
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relaxation operation, how with the increasing damping factor a of

the Van der Pol equation, the oscillation changes from almost

sinusoidal to relaxat~on type. The relaxation oscillation is solved

gra:.hically be Lienard method of construction of limit cycle. By

means of e~}erimental result, it is shown how a tunnel diode

relaxation can be used as a square wave and stair-case wave generator

The equivalent impedance of the diode has been analysed and the

stability criteria as well as the necessary conditions for various

modes of operation have been established. The effect of the circuit

parameters on the stability of the singularities is also considered.

Finally, the switching application of the diode is discussed

and the experimental results are incorporated both for monostable

and bistable modes of operation. The possibility of cascading

several tunnel diode binaries in a scaler is also discussed along

with the experimental evidence. In the switching region, various

other useful applicatiuns of the diode, e.g. as an amplitude

discriminator, as a square wave generator from a sine-wave, as a

sbustitute for Schmidt trigger circuit, have been suggested and the

experimental results obtained are shown.
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II Negative-Resis~anceDevices in General

The theory of negative-resistance is quite established and

its concept is properly understood now-a-days. Many devices posses

a region of negative slope, i.e. decreasing current for an increasing

voltage, in their V-I characteristic and as such, they exhibit the

property of dynamic negative resistance in that particular region.

A negative resistance is not actually the reverse of a positive

resistance but it is a two-terminal device with an internal source
f

of energy which is controlled either by the current flowing through

it or by the voltage across the t('rminals but not by both.

A current produces a voltage drop in a positive resistance

and hence a voltage rise in a negative resi,tance. A positive re-

sistance is characterised by dissipation of energy whereas a negative

resi tance implies a source of energy. Since any physically realizable

source can supply only a finite amount of energy, a realizable resistance

can be negative only over a limited range - a property not associated

with positive resistance. Hence, a device possessing a negative

resistance must be non-linear in character since a linear neg tive

resistance implies an infinite source of energy.

Accordingly, the negative resistances are classified into two

classes:

(a) Current - controlled or N-type or open circuit stable;

,(b) Voltage - controlled or S-type or short-circuit stable.
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In a current-cohtrolled negative resistance, the voltage is a

single-valued function of current, and not vice-versa. This is shown in

Figure II.lA.

In a voltage-controlled type, the current is a unique function

of voltage and not vice-versa, as shown in Figure II.IB.

v v

Incremental open
cireuit

2

0'-"===-- Io
A. Current-controlled or N-type B. Voltage-controlled or S-type

Figure 11.1

In the case of current-controlled, the incremental dynamic

resistance passes through~ before changing the sign. In voltage-

controlled negative resistance, the incremental dynamic resistance

passes through infinity before changing its sign. This is shown in

Figure II o 2.

dv
dI

dv
dI

+

o~---\-----------,6--- VO ~--.--------------t-':,---

+

A. Current-controlled or N-type.

I
I
I

B. Voltage-controlled or S-type

Figure 11 0 2



An S-type negative resi,tance is stable when the external

positive resistance is less than the negative resistance, whereas an

N-type negative-resistance is stable when the external positive

resi,tance is greater than the negative resistance.

A voltage-controlled negative resistance is suitable for

exciting oscillation in a parallel tuned circuit, but for an N-type

negative resistance a series tuned circuit ic needed.

If capacitance of a parallel tuned circuit is made negligible

and the resistance of the induotance is very low, the connection to an

S-type negative resistance with limited negative slope will rf'sult in

oscillation whose period depends on a relaxation time.

Similarly, if the inductance of the series resonant circuit is

?

made negligible, its connection with an N-type negative resistance will

result in relaxation oscillation.

In a voltage-controlled resistance, the sense of rotation of

the dynamic V-I characteristic loop ia clockwisJ and the effect of

the circuit may be considered as the result of a negative resistance

without lag shunted by a capacitance.

The corresponding loop in a current-controlled type is counter-

clockwise so that the circuit effect is that of a negative resistance,

without time lag in series with an inductance.

For an S-type the ratio of self-reactance to resistance at

l"-

an agular frequency w is we R which is a factor of poorness. Hence,v v

its reciprocal welR is a figure of merit.
v v

Similarly, for a current-controlled type, the figure of merit
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In an N-type, since only current is unrestricted, it must have

an energy-storage element wllowing instantaneous current changes during"

the switching process. Hence, it must have a capacitor acrOS6 it to

allow for instantaneous current change during the oscillating cycle.

In a voltage-controlled negative resistance, an inductance

in series with it is needed to permit rapid changes of voltage during

the switching process.

Accordingly, an N-type negative resistance becomes unstable

when the D.C. instability condition has been satisfied and the

maintaining circuit is shunted by a capacitance.

And, an S-type negative resistance becomes unstable when the

D.C. inntability condition has been satisfied and the maintaining

circuit is connected in series with an inductance. This is shown in

Figure 11.3.

v

o

static---

,<---dynamic

'--------------~I

v

o

,,__--- static

~--- dynamic

-==~----------I

L

--f1fho
i(t). ~

Vet) C -LQr
J

N-type

~--------

A. Current-controlled or N-type.

-d:J~
-let) ~-O~S-t,pe

V(t~.-----
B. Voltage-controlled or S-type.

Figure 11.3
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Examples of practical devices having current-controlled

negative resistance are

(a) Gaseous discharge tube

(b) Four-layer diodes and Controlled Rectifiers

(c) Unijunction and avalanche transistor

(d) Common base configuration of point-contact transistor

using emitter-base terminals

(e) Using series triode circuit.

Devices sho\ang voltage-controlled negative resistance are

(a) Tunnel diode

(b) Dynatron

(c) Transitron

(d) Point-contact transistor in common emitter configuration

using base-emitter terminals.

The N-type and S-type negative resistances are duals of each

other and the principle of duality is useful in tranuferring the

knowledge of operation or design procedure from one type of device

to another.

Ci.rcuit Duals

N-type S-type

Voltage Current

Resi0tance Conductance

Inductance Capacitance

Series Parallel

Loop Node



III The Mechanism of ..'J'unneling Process

The tunnel 'diode utilizes the principle of quantum mechanical
1.

"tunneling" of carriers through a very thin P-N junction. The "tunnel

effect" is the certain probability that an electron on one side of a

potential barrier can leak through the barrier and appear instantaneously

on the other side of the barrier even though it does not have enough

energy to surmount this barrier. In order for the tunneling to take

pl~ce the barrier must be very thin. In a P-N junction it is possible

to have such a thin barrier and consequently a very narrow depletion

region if the P-type and the N-type semi-conductors are both very

heavily doped with impurities.

As the impurity concentration or doping is increased in a

P-N junction, the reverse breakdown voltage decreases and it can be

brought to zero by increasing the doping.

In a tunnel diode the semi-conductors are very heavily doped,

in the order of 1020 atoms/c.c. and the charge-free depletion region

is made extremely narrow, of the order of about 100A thick. In fact,

the semi-conductors are so heavily doped that they become degenerate

and represent alloys.

There is a second effect which the heavy doping has on the band

structure. The donor level widens and overlaps the edge of the

conduction band and unlike the moderately doped semi-conductor, the

Fermi level moves up into the conduction band.

10
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A simil,"r phenomenon occurs in the P-type material where the

Fermi level moves into the valence band.

Under this condition of zero breakdown voltage the diode

conducts highly in the reverse direction for all back biasing. For

small forward bias the current increa~es linearly with the voltage

in the forward direction until it reaches a peak. With further increased

forward bia , the current decreases and drops to a minimum valley,

thereby manifesting a negative reei~tance. This current at low forward

bias which disappe;,rs with increased bias is called the "Esaki Current"

after L. Esaki who fir:t observed this phenomenon in a heavily doped

P-N junction.

At the valley voltage, the diffusion current is too small to

account for the current actually observed, this value being in exces~~

of that to be expected from the condition of "uncrossed bands" 0 The

origon of this excess current is not yet definitely known.

With still li,rger positive bias, the forward current increases

as in an ordinary diode. This is shown in Figure III.IA. This I-V

relation of the tunnel diode can be explained by means of the energy-band

diagrams of a heavily doped P-N junction which are shown in Figure III.IB.

The cause of the negative conductance will be obvious from the3e diagrams.

In (a) the net tunneling current is zero because th.~. is just

the same probability of electrons going from states in the conduction

band on the N-~ide to states in the valence band on the P-side as in

the opposite direction, because they are at the same energy level.

This point is represented on the I-V characteristic at a.

With a small amount of forward bias as shown in (b) the height
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of the barrier is reduced and the electrons in the conduction band

of the N-type are opposite the empty states in the valence band of

the P-type at the same leY'el of energy. Under this condition there

is a finite probability that an electron originally on one side of

the junction can appear on the other side at the same energy level by

tunneLng through the barrier at the speed of light. This tunneling

probability can be made high enough to support large forward current.

The valence electrons in the P-type, however, see forbidden levels to

the right and cannot tunnel.

Hence a strong current flows from left to right. This situation

corres]Jonds to point b on the I-V characteristic.

With increased positive bia", the junction barrier is further

reduced and some of the electrons in the conduction band of the N-type

are opposite the forbidden levels of the P-type as shown in (c). Hence

only part of the electrons see available energy levels across the

barrier. Thu~, the tunneling current is smaller than ',bove. This

phenomenon, the suppres:ion of the tunneling makes the current decrease

as the bias increases and thus causes the negative-resistance portion

of the diode characteristics. This is represented by point c on the

curve.

If the bias is further increase~, the barrier height i6 still

reduced, and all the electrons in the conduction band of the N-type

are opposite the forbidden levels of the P-type. There are no

available states to which electrons can tunnel. The current (theo

retically zero) is very small, this being ordinary injection current.

This is the possible minL:1Urr: c'lrrent. This situation is represented

by poin~ d on the curve.
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I

I
P

b

e

~-------Forward Current of a
Normal P-N Diode

A. I-V Characteristic of a heavily doped P-N junction or Tunnel diode.

E
c
1'-----------'\ Conduction band edge
I 1----- --

Ev Ir-------- ---------
ITIIIJJJIDI -- -mrrrnrnrrrrmmm: Ef

~i :

'OTTTTTT"T"!V!=-a-:l-e-n-c' e

(a) zero
~ r--- Depletion region

Forbidden \

~~on_~~
lilllli III UJ l I :

l

I \

~IJllUllIIll
, I I

band edge llTIIllIIlI]

(c) negative region

Fermi

~ (d) valley

~ ~illlllillIIIJ___________'~ I I

level -' ' I

empty states

(e) high-voltage region

B. Energy-band diagrams for tunnel diode at various points. Lettering
corresponds to A.



With further increase in biaG the height of the barrier is

sufficiently reduced and the electrons have sufficient energy to

surmount this barrier and spillover.

At this bias current flows like that in an ordinary junction

diode. Henceforth, the current increases linearly with voltage.

This is shown at point e on the V-I characteristics.
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IV Tunnel diode

In the previous chapter, we have found the physical phenomena

giving rise to the non-llnenr I-V characteristic curve of the tunnel

diode. In order to use tunnel diode as a circuit element and for

proper understanding of its operational behaviour, the different

regions of the characteristic of the device must be examined.

(a). Typical I-V char'jcteristic of a GaAs type tunnel

diode and its different regions.

In Figure IVoI, the I-V characteristic of a GaAs (TIXA650) type

tunnel diode is shown. The points of great interest on the curve to

a circuit designer are the following:

I = Peak current, for XA650 type shown, I = 10 mao
p p

V = Forward .oltage at which peak current I occurs.
p p

= Forward voltage at which I occurs.
v

I v

V
v

The corresponging value for

= Valley or minimum current.

XA650 is V = 100 mv.
p

For XA650, I = 0.5 rna.
v

For XA650

V = 450 my.v

Vf =Forward voltage at which current through the diode

again reaches the peak value. For XA650, Y
f

= 1100 mv.

EVidently, the characteristic curve has three distinct regions:-

(i) In the low-voltage region AB, where the current I

increases from zero to its peak value I as the
p

forward bias is increased from zero to V , the diode
p

is characterized by a positive resistance given by

15
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the reciprocal of the slope of the segment AB.

(ii) The region BG is of greatest importance because here

the curve has a negative slope exhibiting the so-called

negative resi,·tance. The average value of this

negative r sistance is given by the reciprocal of

the slope of the segment BG. It is this portion of

the curve which is utilized in the manifold uses of

the tunnel diode.

(iii) In the high-voltage region CD the slope is again

positive and the tunnel diode is characterized by a

positive resistance given by the reciprocal of the

slope of CD.

(b). l'iece-wi"e linearisation of the characteristic curve of

the Tunnel Diode.

Since the I-V characteristic of the tunnel diode is non-linear,

it is very difficult t~; establish the relation between the diode

current and the diode voltage throughout its entire range of operating

voltage. The difficulty can be overcome to a great extent by piece

wise linearization of the non-linear characteri:;tic curve of the diode.

In this method, the entire non-linear characteristic curve of the diode

is approximated by a number of linear segments meeting at sharp

corners, such that along each of these segments the current-voltage

relationship is quite linear. Hence, in each of these regions of

operation, the diode can be repr,·sented by an equivalent linear circuit.

Based on t:.is principle, the entire I-V characterir·tic of the tunnel

diode can be approximated by four straight-line segments meeting at

sharp corners, according to the four diff,;rent voltage ranges as shown
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in Figure IV.I.A.

Each segment will be represented by a linear resistance either

shunted by a current source I d or in series with a voltage source Vd •

The value of the resintances are given by the reciprocal of the slope

of the respective segments and the magnitude of the voltage source, by

the point of intersection of the segment with the voltage axis.

The slope of the second segment determines the negative

resistance of the diode. The third section represents the region

where the diode current is practically equal to the valley current I •
v

Hence the entire Tunnel diode curve can be represented by an equivalent 4

circuit as shown in Figure IV.2.B.

I
P

-r
n

A. Piece-wise linearization

Figure IV.2

B. Equivalent circuit representing
the entire diode characteristic.

If the negative resistance of the diode is -r , then we have
n

VI = V + r (I - I ) mv, neglecting I r.p n p v v n
Vf + V

V
2

v (good approximation)= mv,
2

V
r l = -E ohms

I p

r
3

zoe.

Vf - V
2

r 2 • ohms.I • I
p v



dv
=(ff

The corresponding values for the GaAs type XA650 tunnel diode

are:-

v • 100 mv. I =0.5 maop v

I ,. 10 mae Vf = 1100 mv.p

V ... 450 mv. r • -20 ohms •v n

V
1 100 +20 x 9.5 = 300

100 = 10 ohms.. 0 = mv. r
1 = 10

V
2

...
1100 + 450

• 775 mv. 1100 - 775 = 33 ohms.r
2 =2 905

(c). Non-linear resistance of the diode

In a tunnel diode, since the current is a non-linear function

of voltage, the [-V relation is denoted by I = f(v)~ In this case,

unlike a linear resistance, ~~ is not equal to y. Therefore, in such

a non-linear device, we define two resistances:

A.C. or incremental or dynamic resistance

and D.C. absolute or static resistance =I .
In the case of the tunnel diode, the dynamic resistance is a

function of voltage and is negative OVer the voltage range from V to
p

V. From zero to V , it is positive. At V it becomes infinite and
v p p

then changes its sign positive to negative. It remains negative up

to V at which it again becomes infinite before changing its sign to
v

positive.

The linearized average d.c. resistance evaluated before by

18

piece-wise approximation of the Characteristic are of little practical

importance. It is the incremental resistance rather than d.c.

resistance which is considered in the actual circuitary application

of the diode.
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(d). Approximating the characteristic by a cubic polynomial.

For ana+.ytical s:> lution of the tunnel diode circuit, the non-

linear I-V relationship must be expressed in terms of a mathematical

expression.

With respect to any quiescent point in the negative resistance
5

region of the diode, the characteristic curve can be approximated by a

cubic polynomial of the form i =-av + bv3 where a and b are positive

constants and can be evauloted from the curve. v and i are incremental

voltage and current with respect to the quiescent point, i.e. 1 :: I - Ie'

and v • V - VO• For a quiescent point (VO' 10 ) at the middle of the

negative slope the constants can be evaulated as follows:-

Let Vo = *(V + V ) and 10 = ~(I + I )v p p v
di 2

t5ince, dV • -a + 3bv

~ •• a is the negative conductance at the operation
V - V

~i di 0 t VEt f br nc e ct;':: a V = 2' we ge rom a ove a ::

point.
V

3b( v 
2

I
also when i = _( E 

2
I - I

.",b=2 P v
(V _ V )3

v p

for faAs, XA650 diode

\0, .

I V - V
v, , v Ev = 2

2 I p - I
and hence a v

= 2 V - Vv p

I = 10 ma., V = 100
p p

a = 0.043 (given 0.05), b • 0.44 x 10-6

mv. , 1 = 0.5 ma., V :: 450 mv.v v

Figure IV.3
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(e). Tunnel diode equivalent circuit.

The circujt analysis of tunnel diode falls into two groups

according to its applications

( i) small-signal application

(ii) large-signal operation.

In (i) the operation of the diode is assumed to remain limited

within a particular region, such that the diode can be approximately

represented by a constant linear resistance (positive or negative)

shunted by a junction capacitance as shown in Figure IV.5A.

A. Smal]-signal equivalent circuit. B. Large-signal equivalent circuit.

Figure VI.5

In A,_ Rd(V) • Average resistance about the bias point and may be

positive or negative depending on V.

= Reciprocal of the slope at the bias point.

Cd(V) = Total junction capacitance at the voltage V.

L = Series inductance of the diode
s

r =Series resi"tance of the diode •
s

The D.C. bias voltage across the diode is given by

through the diode. For most diodes r is very small and for the
s

current range 0 ~ I d .(. I p ' therefore Vd ;: I d [R
d
(V~.
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The series inductance Ls and the junction capacitance Cd(V)

can be determined from A.C. impedance measurement. They are generally

specified by the diode manufacturers.

Theoretically, Cd(V) is a function of voltage but for all

practical purposes Cd measured at Vv may be taken to be constant

over the whole voltage range.

This small-signal equivalent circuit cannot be used for accurate

explanation of the large signal applications in which entire range of

the voltage is involved. Since the incremental resistance is a function

of voltage and not constant as supposed before, the variation of this

resistance over the entire positive and negative regions must be

considered in its applications such as large-signal oscillator, mono
.,

stable and bistable switches. The proposed large-signal equivalent

circuit consists of a non-linear current source in parallel with Cd and

a series resi' tance r and a series inductance L as shown in Figure
s s

IV.5B. The large-signal operation is described by the equations

V
d

:or V
j

+ Idrs and I
d

..
dV

j iCv ).C
ddt

+
j

Since r is very small, then for D.C. Vd :II V
j

and
B

dV\i
I d = Cd dt + HVj )

As explained before i(V
j

) can be approximated to a cubic polynomial

of the form i(V
j

) .. -aV
j

+ bV
j
3 where a and b are positive constants.



V Impedance Analy:.is of the Tunnel Diode Equivalent Circuit

From the small-signal lumped parameter equivalent circuit of

the diode, biased in the neg .tive resistance region, the a-c input

impedance of the diode at an agular frequency w, can be written as

R
Z : (r _ n )

.8
1

2
C

2
R

2
+ w d n

• R(w) + j x (w) • • • (V .1)

where -R is the negative resistance at the bias point.
n

Both the real and imaginary part are functions of frequency.

Hence there will be two critical frequencies which will determine the

performance and stability of the diode. We define these two frequencies

as follows:-

(i) Resistive cut-off frequency wR:- the frequency at which

1
wR • CRn d

real part of Z becomes zero.
R

(2 _ l)V;>
r

s

Equating R(w) = 0, we get

• • • (V. 2)

• • • (V. 3)1
wX • CRn d

(ii) Self-resonant frequency wX:- the frequency at which

imaginury part of Z becomes zero. Equating X(w) = 0, we get

C R 2

( ~ n _ lh~.
s

gradually

since

1 +

which is

and hence R(w) = 0.

R
n

R
n

1 +

negative
R
nAs the frequency increases the term ----~------

.inn2Cd
2

At zero frequency R(w) • r
s

R > r •n s

decreases and approaches r s.

22
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Thus at W = wR' th~~impedance of the diode is purely imaginary

i.e. reactive, real part being zero. It~- magnitude is given by

R L
Z II: j(..!1_ l)Y;> (R~ - r) ••• (V.4)

r s n d s

Below wR' R(w) is negutive and above w
R

it is positive. j~nd as w-oO

H(w) approaches r •
B

Since above w .. W , the tunnel diode exhibits no more negative
R

resistance, it cannot oscillate at frequency more than wR which is the

ultimate frequency ~imit of the diode.

and its maximum value is wR (maximum) =
WR is maximum when R

n
1

RC .
n d

.. 2r
s

z L and hence X(w) = o.
sAt w = wx'

1

At 2zero frequency X(w) = 0 and as the frequency increases the
R C

n dterm ----~~~-- gradually decreases and approaches L •
1 2 2C 2 s

+ W r n d

Thus at w = Wx the

equal to Z = r
s

impedance
L

s

of the diode is real and resistive and is

Below wx' the reactance is capclcitive and above Wx it is inductive.

wX.can be increased by decreasing Ls and it approaches wR as L
s

approaches

R Cdr.n s

»)(
+ T~

W 0 w
0 WjI\ w"

-') ".

A. Real part as a function of w. B. Imaginary part as a function of w.

Figure V.l
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(a). Criteria for oscillations, amplification and switching.

From above, we see real wR exists as long as R :> r ,
n s

WR:::O when Rn = r sand wR is

Similarly, real Wx exists as long as R 2C
n d

imaginary when R "
n

"> L ,
5

r •
5

L and Wx is imaginary when R 2C , L •
5 n d 5

When wR ::: 0, the diode can only be used a;, a switching device since

r s =Rn and when Wx = 0, the diode can only operate as a non-linear

relaxation oscillator at imaginary frequency, Le. it acts ~s an

astable multi-vibrator.

Provided wR and

in general.

( 1) wR ::: Wx
( 2) wR > Wx
U) wR ~wx

Wx I at three possible conditions may exist,

.. . (V3

We see that wR ::: Wx when L
6

= HnrsCd and at this frequency both the real

and the imaginary part of Z is zero and we get a sustained oscillation.

These three conditions can be plotted on the complex impedance plane
9

and therefrom conditions of stability can be determined from the {act

that the number of times the impedance plot in the complex Z-plane

encircles the origin in the positive <counter olockwise) direction is

equal to the difference of the number of poles and the number of zeros

in the right half of complex frequency plane. Thene three conditions

are plotted in the Z-plane and S-plane for comparison in Figure J.c~.
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Unstable

Growing oscillation

r~ I

IZeros lin----0+1~7-;---.. ex.

jw

Unstable
Free oscillation

Zeros on i aginary axisrin L~H.

o1,-------.. ex.·------O-+------ex.

I

I

Stable
Decaying oscillation

I

~

S-plane

L ~ R Cdr
5 n s L = R Cdr

5 n s L '> R Cdrs n s

jX
Z-plane

R - rn 5

I

I
I
Ir

s
.L R

R - r.....:.:n:...--_.:::s_---rr4-__+-__ R

w
x

'rR I 5
----+----- R

+R,X,

w < III

R x +R,X, +R.X,

+

-(} -- .-

+

o

X(wl---~

ecaying oscillation Free oscillation

d~Vr~
Growing OSCill.J~!

Figure V.2
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For a typical tunnel diode wR>wX• That is, the diode itself

is an unstable device.

For GaAs type XA650 tunnel diode, the inherent parameters are

Ls :II rrq,Lh, Cd- ~'\.Lf, Rn 1: -ZOQ and r e .. 1 ohm.

The calculated values of the two critical frequencies for this

diode are

cut-off frequency wR = 5 KMC

resonant frequency Wx = 1.7 KMC.

(b). Stability analysis of equilibrium points.

A good deal of information pertaining to the behaviour of a

system described by a pair of simultaneous first order equations can

be obtained by studying the nature of its singularities or points of

equilibrium. The stability or otherwise of the s,ystem depends on

whether these points are stable or unstable. Let us consider the

circuit shown in Figure V.3A, in which Land R are the total inductance

and resistance respectively including the external ones. Let E and R

be such that there are three equilbrium points or points of inter-

sect ion of the load line with the char .cterlstic, one in each regi on

E

as shown in Figure Vo 3B.

A. Circuit

I

oL-----------""E-----V

B. Load line giving three singul
arities, one in each region of
the curve.

Figure V.3



Ivriting the voltage and current equations we get,

dI£
-=dt

E-IR-V
£
L

dV
'dr=

I.e - f(V)

c . . .
where 1£ is the total current and I = f(V) is the current through

the diode.
dI,e

Singularity is the point at which both ~ dV
and dt become

simultaneously equal to zero. Hence, singularittes are the points of

intersection of the load line with the diode characteristic. Near a

S
singularity (Va' 10) we can substitute V = Va + v and I = 10 + i where

v and i are small changes in voltage and current respectively and may

be positive or negative.

By Taylor's expansion, we get

f(V) = f(VO + v) • f(VO) + vf'(VO) + - -

where f'(Vo) = d~lf(V)1 V = V
o

is the slope at the singularity and

has the dimension of conductance. Let rf(VO) =g.

Substituting for V and I in (V.?) we get,

di -iR - v dv i - vg ( 8)dt = L 'dt" c ..• V.

The characteristic equation of the system is then

2 R U' 1
S + (L + C) S + LC (1 + gR) = a and its roots are

Sl'2 = _~(B +~) + ~J(B + 1I)2 - ~(i+'3R) ••• (V.9)
L C - ~ L C LC

These roots will determine the stability of the system. The parameters

L, C and R can have only positive values whereas g can be either

positive or negative depending on the location of the singularity on

the characteristic.

In both the positive resistance regions of the diode, g is

positive and, therefore, if (~}2> ~, Sl and 52 are real and

negative 0 Hence, the singularity is a stable one (node). Moreover,
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R 2 1
if (21) ~LC' Sl and S2 are complex conjugate .with negative real part.

9
Therefore, the singularity is again stable (focus). Since along

the negative slope of the diode g ~O and also

are both real and opposite in sign. Therefore the singularity is

unstable (saddle). Hence, we conclude that along the two positive

slopes of the characteristic, the equilibrium points are always stable

whereas on the negative slope of the characteristic the singularities

are alw~s unstable.

If the parameters are such that the circuit has a single

equilibrium point on the negative slope, where g is negative'then if

CR
g <. -1' Sl and S2 become complex conjugates with positi ve real part.

The corresponding singularity is unstable (focus) and we get a growing

oscillation at a real frequency.

On the other hand, if C = 0, the single root of the equation

1
is Sl = - Lg (1 + Rg). Therefore, if g L.. 0 and 1

g < R' the root is

2
P - 4q =0

real and positive. The singularity then becomes unstable (node).

This condition also gives a frowing solution but has no real frequency.

This is the condition of aaperiodic or relaxation oscillation.

Putting (L + ~) = P and ~ (1 + gR) • q, we can su;oup the

various conditions as shown in ~F'igure V.4.
P
P >0, p2

L

Sl' S2 real negative

SI' S2 real and of

opposite sign.

Sl' S2 real positive

p> 0, p2
L.. 4q, 8

1
and S2 complex con

jugate with negative real part.
--._---._-. ----- ..- ._-_. --- -- ... q

P~Ot P
2L..4q, SI' S2 complex conjugate

with positive real part

Figure V.4



VI Tunnel Diode Oscillator

A complete solution of a tunnel diode oscillator giving the

output waveshape, amplitude and frequency has not yet been possible

by any analytical or graphical method alone. These two methods are

not independent but complimentary. For analytical solution, the

non-linearity must be expressed as a power series and in the case of

tunnel diode, a certain amount of qualitative information can be

obtained if the diode characteristic is approximated by a simple

cubic polynomial •

This analytical solution does not give the amplitude and

waveshape directly but only as a Fourier series. It also shows the

devintion of frequency of oscillation from its natural frequency.

On the other hand, topological method gives the peak to peak

amplitude of oscillation quite rapidly but supplies almost no accurate

information as to the frequency of operation. These methods are

rather tedious when accurate solutions are needed. We shall consider

the analytical method firs~Since thane are both inductance and

capacitance inherent in a tunnel diode to excite oscillations in it,

it is sufficient only to bias the diode iniits negative resistance

region.

However, to generalize the analysis of the oscillator, we

shall consider the circuit shown in Figure VI.l where the tunnel

diode is represented by its large-signal equivalent circuit consisting

of a non-linear current source shunted by the junction capacitance.
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Figure VI.l

It is assumed that L = Ld " d + L t and r • r" + rsource'10 e ex. d10de

C '" Cj + C t and i( V) = non-linear current source.ex •

The d.c. biu- volt8ge is such that the load line intersects

the characteristic at a single point in its negative resistance

portion. Since r is very small, the device voltage VD and the junction

voltage V are practically the same for D.C. and the d.c. junction

Since under D.C. condition

\~riting voltage and current equations, we get

C2.! + i( V)
dt

Va + vet).

• • (VI.l)

VD = Va + lOr, substituting these values 1nJ(VI.l) and separating A.C.

and D.C. voltages we get

Ldi(t) + i(t)r + vet) =a
dt

i( t) '" Cd~~ t) + i [v( tij

Let i [v( t)) • -ave t) + bv3(t)

••• (VI.2)

••• (VI.3)

positive constants. With this substitution, (VI.2)

(£ 3bv2 a) dv ( 1 ar) br 3
L + C - C dt + v LC - LC + LC v = a •• (vr.4)

where a and bare

d
2

becomes --:! +
dt 2

where v = v( t) •
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(a). Small-signal analysis.

For small-signal operation, we can write by ne~lecting bv3,

i = -av = - RV where R
n

is the magnitude of the negative resistance
n

at the bias point. Therefore, for small-signal operation, neglecting

v2 and v3 terms, (vI.4) becomes

2
£...! + (o!: _ .....L) dv (1 r):: 0
dt2 L RnC dt + LC - RnLe v

The roots of the characteristic equation are:

r 1 ,I 1 r l( r 1 ) 2
Pl,2 :: -*(I - R C) + j Vrc(l - ~) - 4 I - R:C

n n n

:: 0: .!. jw ••• (vr.6)

for a growing solution 0: :: O. This condition is satisfied if

either one or both of the following inequalities hold:

or L>RrC
n

(ii) .1:.<:1 or R > rR n
n

The second condition is that in order to have oscillation at a real

frequency, w must be real. This is satisfied if

_1 (1 _ r) >l( r 1 ) 2
U; ~ 4I-R'C

n n

or L 4L ~...!:... 41-- - (C)Y2 ~ r + (C)Y2, that is for oscillations
R C - R Cn n L (6L

);?at real frequency, r should be wit hin RC' .!.
n

L (~)* L 4L
If r>fc + C or r<R C - (C)*' w is imaginary.

n n

real when R >r.
n

L
When r :: R:C '

n
therefore w is

0: :: 0 and Pl ,2 :: .!. jw :: + j ~ ~ (1 - :)
n

In other words, when L = R rC and
n

R >r, the roots are purely imaginary lying on the vertical axis and
n

it corresponds to free sinusoidal oscillation at a real frequency



If L <R rC, ex <0 and w will be real when
n

L L ~
R C <r.(R'C + (C/ }t2
.n n

therefore within this range of r we will have decaying sinusoidal

oscillation.
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If L <R rC and r ~
n

Therefore this corresponds

RLc + (~L)}t2, ex < 0 and w is imaginary.
n

to decaying exponential.

On the other hand, if L)RnrC and RLC - (~)Y2~r'<R\
n n

ex >Q and w is real. This corresponds to growing oscillation with

real frequency. The growth being limited by the non-linearity of the

circuit because large amplitude swings the opevating'point into the

disAipative region of the diode where the condition R > r does not
n

hold.

L 4L
When L >RnrC and r ~ R C - (C)Y2, ex >0 and w is imaginary.

n
This corresponds to region of growing exponential. In this region

is
we get oscillatlon at imaginary frequency and this corresponds to

astable multi-vibrator operation or the relaxation oscillation.

Therefore, the conditions for oscillations are

( i) R > r
n

(ii) L)R rC.
n

As L is increased from L = R rC to a very high value, the oscillation
n

deviates from the sinusoidal type towards the relaxation type.

Th$se oscillations are possible as long as R ~ r. For
n

R <.r, the diode can be used only as a switching device.
n



As r is reduced from a very high value to zero, the movements

of the roots in the complex plane can be explained as follows:

Initially, r » RLC and the two roots lie on the real axis
n

in the left hand half- plane. As r is reduced, the roots approach each

other along the axis and then separate along the arcs of a circle.

33

L 4L
This OCcurs when r a R:C :. (c:)~. When

n
on the imaginary axiso This corresponds

L
r =R:C' the two roots lie

n
to free oscillation.

L
If r ~ RtC' the roots move into the right hand half plane and

n
we get non-linear sinusoidal oscillationso

As r is further reduced, the roots meet and again separate along

L 4L
the real axis. This occurs when r~R:C - (c:)~. This corresponds to

n
relaxation oGcillation or astable operation. These are shown in

Figure VI.2. jW

"_a

A. Various modes of operation
with increasing r.

B. Movement of roots with
decreasing r.

Figure Vl o2

(b). Large-signal analysis.

For large-signal oscillation where the amplitude extends into

the dissipative region of the characteristic, the non-linear term must
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also be considered. Hence, for large-signal analysis, we shall cunsider

2
( r ,2bv ,.a) dv ( 1 ar) br 3

+ L;.+ C - C dt + v LC - LC + LC v • 0

equation (Vl o4).

d
2v

It is shown before, the minimum value of L for which a

sustained oscillation is obtained is L = R re, and the corresponding
n

frequency of oscillation, provided R
n
>r is w '" (~ ter/Rn);$, for

value of L greater than this minimum L = R ret oscillations are generally
n

non-linear in character. For this non-linear oscillation analysis,

we must consider the above equation.

Let us assume that r is very small and can be neglected later on.

Hence, neglecting r, the above equation becomes

• • • (VI. 7)
2

d v _ !! (l _ ~v2) dv + ...!.. .. 0
dt2 C a dt 1£

Let wo
2

• iG and ~ ... ~, and changing the scale of time such that

wot = T, equation (VI.7) reduces to

· . . (vI.8)

Finally changing the scale of v such 2 2 i.e. v=
vlthat ~v • Vl ' ~,

dv 1 dVl d2v 1 2
• . dv,- .~ dT and dT 2 '"~ dT~·df

Equation (vI.8) then reduces to the form

• •• (VIo9)

12a
where a ... ;-G' which is of the form of well-known Van der Pol equations.

o
The factor -a(l - yl2)in (VI.9) represents a non-linear damping

coefficient which alternates in sign during the steady oscillatory
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state. a being a positive constant, it is seen that for small voltage

vl (such that v
1

2 « 1) the damping is negative supplying more energy

to the system and helping the amplitude growth, but for large Vl

damping is positive dis:ipating energy from the system and thereby

decreasing the amplitude. Hence this factor automatically brakes the

oscillation such that a final stable and finite amplitude results.

Now, a is related to the Q of the circuit in the following

S1'nce Q -_ maximum energy stored 'f V . tmanner. It, ,1 v = s1nwO 'energy lost per half cycle max.

then maximum stored energy =~V 2. Since there is no dissip<>tive
max.

element in the circuit as assumed, the only change in the magnitude of

Therefore energy change

Therefore
2

per half-cycle, for small v, is 0<

this energy is due to the neg;Jtive2resistance.
V

max. ~

~V2 Cw
1 i.e., the circuit ~ is theQ :z

.max Q 0
'It • - .

V2 a a
max. alt

2 wo
reciprocal of.the parameter a.

If Q »1 or a ~'l, any change in energy during a cycle is but

a small fraction of the stored energy and hence the change in amplitude

per cycle is very small.

On the other hand, if a» 1 or Q.« 1, the change in energy per

cycle is lurge compared with the stored or circulating energy and the

amplitude may change abruptly during a cycle. Since only relatively

slow changes can be considered by analytical methods, these analytical

methods are limited to the case where a ~<l.

Since for a = 0, Vl = AcosT where A is an arbitrary constant,

for a« 1, we can assume a solution of the form Vl :z A(T)cosT where it



assumed that percentage change in amplitude per cycle is very small,

1 dAi.e., AdT «1. SUbstituting for V1 and its derivatives in (VI.9)

and neglecting the higher derivatives of A, as, well as the higher

harmonics, we get

(-AcosT - i:~ sinT) - a(-AsinT + ~ cosT + ~ A3sinT) + AcosT • O.

• • • (VI .10)

The first and the last term cancel, which indicates that, to the present

approximation the ffequency is equal to the natural frequency of the

system.

dAMoreover, the term a~osT is negligible compared to the

remaining terms. Multipli~ation by A and division by sinT reduces the

above equation to
2
~ _ o.(A2
dT ••• (VI.ll)

where G is another constant.

which represents the variation of the amplitude A with respect to the

timeo SolVing ( VLoll) for 2A we get

A
2 = 4

T )' therefore Vl •
2co5r

-aCT - + ,
1 + e 0 -~l e~(T - TO}+

TO being a constant. Substituting for Vl : (~)*v and T = wot, we get

2 cos(wot + G)
v( t) = + ---:(..f?~)13:0...- _

-~l + e-awot + o.woto

This equation describes the complete process of build-up and steady

state oscillation.

( i ) 0 Initial build-up process.

Let at t = 0, vet) a Yo' therefore Vo =

a.w tor, e 0 0
4

a -., 1.
V 2~o
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Substituting this in equation for Vet) we get

2
v(t) • + ('-I:~..)~Y2 _

• • • (VI .12)

From above, the variation of amplitude with time can be studied for

different initial conditions i.e., for different values of Vo as shown

in Figure VI.,••
dP, I--dTa

o_"---:--F----t---t-=--.--+-i:...----L----+"s'------f!----tl-7-

--....... ci\.Wot

2

A. Amplitude build-up for
different VO.

B. Phase-plane plot of amplitude

Figure VI.,

If Vo ,.. 0, amplitude v remains zero. If Vo 1= 0 the amplitude
2 .

ultimately assumes the final value ~t growing if Vo is initally

small and decaying if Vo is initially large.

2In all cases V approaches~ monotonically with no overshot.

This kind of oscillations which is self starting so long ~s there is
5

any initial disturbance, is known as "softY oscillation o

(ii). Steady-state path of operation

sinT • 0

dAMoreover, from (VI.10) we get, neglecting -ad'! cosT

[
dA A3 J

-cdT + a(A - -q-1



or, dA aA ( A
2

dT =;r 1 - ,.). If this curve is plotted in the phase plane

dAi.e., dT as a function of A as shown in Figure VI Q 3B we see there are

three points where ~ =0, these points being A =° and A =! 2.

Since A is the magnitude of Vl = v(p»)'z, ~ = 0 at v = :!:. (~~Y2 and

at v =0. These are the ~~~1librium points. The maximum value of

dv 2
dT occurs when v = .:!: (313);~ and the corresponding maximum value of

dv ax. 'dT = .:!: 3(313»)'z ~ Thus the origin is unstable, since a point on the

curve tends to move away fromthe origin as time progresses.

Similarly, the other two equilibrium points are stable.

The steady-state voltage amplitude

v = (~~~ = 2(~)}'z is determined entirely by the coefficients

a and b for the negative resistance element. This steady-state

amplitude is easily related to the geometry of the characteristic of

the diode as shown in Figure VI.4A.

Since i = -av + bv3 , :; = ° at v = + (;»)'z = .:!: (~}'z-
At these points, the current is i = .:!: f;{~ · If horizontal lines

are drawn tangent to the characteristic, these lines intersect the

2portion of the char,cteristic with positive slope at v = .:!:~.

This is due to the assumption of a symmetrical characteristic curve.
WoIt is seen that for a = 0, II) = w00 For a")O, II) = a f which

1 + lb

is less than 00
0

• This is because for a> 0, the voltage is not simple

harmonic which acting with a non-linear resistance produces a current

which is far from simple harmonic. One component of this current is

at fundamental frequency. The frequency must be such that this

fundamental component of current multiplied by the impedance of the



L-C circuit at this frequency gives the fundamental voltage. This

condition requires that the fundamental frequency of oscillation be

less than the resonance frequency of the L-C circuit.

(iii). Effect of r.

In the above analysis, r has been neglected. At the resonant

frequency the impedance of the LrC circuit is a pure resistance

L \.
R' = rC which appears in parallel with the negative resistance and,

therefore, has the effect of adding a positive conductance ;1 to the

negative conductance -a. Therefore

i = -(a - JL) v + b~= -alv + bv3.HI

Hence, in place of a, we can put a f to take r into consideration.
,

Therefore v = 2(;b)~ which will be zero and imaginary if a' becomes

zero and negativeo Therefore the condition of oscillation is that
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1
Ri'=

Large values of ~: relaxation oscillation.

As ~ increases, the effect of the harmonics become more and more

pronounced and the waveshape is greatly distorted. When ~»l the wave

would have a flat top and sharp transition would occur at the ends.

For large ~ the waveform is essentially composed of straight lines

meeting in corners. This corresponds to oscillation with imaginary

frequency and the circuit operates as an astable multivibratoro This

mode of oscillation is called relaxation oscillation.

Since analytical methods are valid for ~~<l, this oscillation

with ~> I can be solved only by topological or graphical methods to

be described later on.

For large value of ~ the period of oscillations can be
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approximately calculated as follow.:

A typical waveform for very large a is shown in Figure VI.4B.

"

-T T
'2 2'---''------+------.-t

- -~

+
I

A. Region of operation on the
characteristic

B. Waveform for large a

Figure VI.4

Sbustituting Vl • v(~)*
2 dVl- vl )~ + vl =O.

dt a ~ (1 - ~v)dv.wo v

both sides

Since the waveform is composed of straight lines, we can

d
2

V---! everywhere except at corners. Therefore equation

dT2
neglect

and T • wot, we get

Integrating

(VI.9) becomes -a(l

t
Jdt =
o

Assuming that at t =

u

J ..'!.. (1 - I3v)dv.w v
a/rj 0 2

0, v • ~, its maximum value, and the instan-

taneous voltage v exists at time t.
2

Therefore t • ~ (in~ - ~ + 2). Let us assume that the voltage
wo 2 2

decreases to half of its peak value rather slowly and then suddenly

jumps to the negative peak and that the negative half cycle is

is

identical to the positive half cycle except for signs.

2 1The interval during which v changes from~ to~

half a period. This is because the transition is assumed to be
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instantaneous requiring no time at all. Therefore when t T.-2 1
, y.~ •

Substituting in the above equations we get

'r • 1.6#- t
Cl)0

but a.

! . .!.. (l~ + J) • O.Bl"!" , therefore for "'> 1.
2 ~O 2 .0

• -!- and. • ~ 1 therefore!. 1.62 at second.
OJOC 0 LC)~'

(e). !!peri.ental results.

The tunnel diode used is GaAs type XA650 for which V • 100 mv.,p

I p • 10 ma., Vy • 950 IIlV., Iv • 0.5 ... , and Vf • 1100 IIV. The average

negative-resistance is -20 ohlls.

The diode is biased at the middle of the negative resistance

region with a voltage lIOurce of 350 IIlV. having a source resistance of

approxilD8.tely 1 ohlt. This bias voltage is held constant at 350 mv.

whereas L and C are varied OYer a wide range, thereby varying «.

0. • CI)~C • a(~~ • o.o,(~~, since a • 0.05.

The oscillation is observed by the voltage across the diode

for values of a. • 0.25, 1.25, 6.3 and 10. The os::illogr..s of the

observed voltage waveforms for these values of a. are shown in figure

VIe5. From the oecillograllB it is seen how with increasing Il, the

oecillation changes froll almost ainusoidal to relaxation type. For
Wo

,,<'1, w."'O but" ')'1, OJ • ---,,2. Both the calculated values of
1 + ~

frequencY' and amplitude are in close agreement with the observed ones.

Maxiarwa amplitude is V 2 The folloWing combination• mi· 350 IIlV.IULX.

of t and Care useds
Calculated Observed

1. L. O.~h C • 0.02).l.f 0. • 0.25 f • 1.6 raelsee • f • 1.4IDC/see •

2. L • 2IUl C .. 0.OO32Jlf " . 1.25 f • 2 IIIC/seo. f • 1.7mc/sec •

3. L • ~ C • 0.OO2~f at • 6.3 f II: 0.5 me/sec. f • 0.3mc/sec.

4. L. 40tm C • O.OOO6\1f " . 10 f • 1 fIJD/sec • f • 0.6lIlc/.8O.





VII Topological or Graphical Method ot Solving

Non-Linear Oscillations in Tunnel Diode.

The behaviour of a non-linear autonomous system deecribed by

a difterential equation of the second-order can be studied b1 .eans ot

topological method without having to solve the actual differential

equation tor the time response. In this method, the periodic solution

will appear as a closed contour, called the lilrlt C1c1e, in a plane

called the phase plane.

Since the analytical solution of the Van der Pol equation is

valid only for Cl~ 1, tor (l .., 1, we must take recourse to graphical

method. Graphical method for the solution ot the above equation i8

the so-called method of isoclines.

d 'd2 dZ dZ
Let us put ~ • Z, where 1 • Vl , therefore ~ • dT • ~.

dT

Theretore equation (VI.9)reduces to ~ • «(1_)'2) Z-y, or

~ • «(1-1~)Z-1 ••• (VII.l)
41 Z

Hence in the phase plane (Z • ~,y), the aboYe equation is the equation

dZof the trajectory of y, and d1 is the slope ot the tangent to the

trajectory at a point. At an ordinary point in the phase plane, this

slope has a definite value whereas at a singular point, this slope is

o dZ $!lindeterminate (O), both dT and dT beiDa .ero at such a point. Therefore,

in the phase plane a trajectory either cOllverges to or diverges from

a siqular point depending whether it is stable or unstable respectivell.



positive real part.

dZ dvIf dY • Ill, then equation (VII.l) become. dT m Z •

Through every ordinary point there passes one and only one ph_e

trajectory.

A closed trajectory in the phase plane is called a limit cycle

and it represents a periodic oscillation. In a non-linear system having
10

variable dSlllping, only the following three types of singularities give

rise to limit cye le in the phase plane and thereby indicat. the presene e

of periodic oscillation.

( i ) Vortex corresponding to imaginary roots.

( ii) Unstable node corresponding to positive real roots.

(iii) Unstable focus, corresponding to complex roots with

2
(l - 111) - a1

For a fixed value of (l and for different values of m, a series of

isoclines are drawn along each of which the slope of the trajectory

is constant. The phase trajectories corre.ponding to (l • 0, O.~ 1

and 10 are shown in the figure VII.l. From the phase trajectory, the

yeT) curve can be plotted b1 means of point-by-point integration

methoa.

For small value of (l, the limit c1cles are only slightly

different from a circle which represents a periodic harmonic oscillation.

As (l is increased, the limit cycles differ radically from circles and

thus represents periodic motion that are distinctly non-harmonic. For

(l • 10, the trajectory represents the relaxation where the motion is

made up of sudden transitions between deflections of opposite signs.

As the isocline method i8 extremely tedious, we shall use a
13

simpler graphical lIethod devised by A. Lienard. For this, we shall define
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x(T) :fYdT, or Y • ~.

SUbstituting for y in the Van der Pol equation (VI .9) we get

Integrating each term with respect to T aDd setting the constant ot

integration arbitrarily equal to zero, it reduces to

d
2
x _ a.[!! . ! (dx);l + x • 0 •• 0 'VII.2)

41'2 41';' if j
which 1s ot the fol"ll of Raleigh equation.

Since I L • fSV dt, x{T) is the non-dimensional lona of 11(t) •

Thus, we see that yeT) which is the non-dimensional form of vet) satisfiee

Van 4er Pol equation, whereas x{T) which is the non-dimensional form of

i 1 't} satisfies Raleigh equation •

o 0 • (VIlo')

x), we plot the curye S(y) by the

tor different values of a., graphically

dX .2x & __d.7
Since dT • y, and caT2 • dT • YdX '

for a particular Yalue of a. as shown in
y:: 2.!.

dT

.
To solve for yeT) and x{T)

we will construot Lienard diagram.

-----=.,If-..JJC-----:!,..,:::-- X

S(Y)----f

then (VII.2) can be written as

a{y - i:r'> • x&. ,
dx Y

( dxIn the phase plane ,.. dr'
:5

equation S{y> • a.{y - ~)

Figure VII. 2

If MN be the nonaal to the trajectory satisfying (VIL3) and passing

Figure VII.2.



through any point H(x, y) in the x-y plane, then the projection Nm of

NM on ox 1s Nm = -y~. Hence, (VII.3) can be written 8S Nm :: QM - QP

:5
sinoe QP • cx.(y - ~) and QM • x. This means that given any point M in

the plane, all we have to do in order to obtain the tangent to the

trajectory passing through it, is to draw MPQ horizontal and PN vertical

and. joint NM. The required tangent is perpendioular to NM.

Starting from any initial point and repeating the above process

of construction in a clockwise direction, the entire phase trajectory

can be drawn. For a sustained oscillation, a limit cycle is ultimately

obtained regardless of the initial starting point. It the initial point

is within the limit cycle, the eneu1ng trajectory spirals outward vbereas

if the initial point ie outside the limit cycle the ensuing trajectory

spirals inward. At steady-state, the spirale near the origin as well as

those far trom the origin tend to a single closed curve, the limit cycle.

The path leading to the limit oycle troll ~ starting point is the

transient portion of the solution. Froll the limit cycle ~(1) can be

plotted.

The shape of the limit cycle depends on the value of Ct. As Ct

increased from a very .all value to a very large value, the shape of

the limit oycle changes troll a circle to an almost rectangle and. the

oorresponding oscillation chaD«es troll almost ainusoidal to relaaation

type. Since the two planes are quite different, the geometrical shape

of the traj ectory for the Van der Pol equation and that tor the Raleigh

equation are necessarily ditterent.

Results

Using Lienard lIethod, the lillit cycle and the corresponding
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waveforms for ex. • 0.2, 1 and 5 are MOwn in Figures VII.4A, Band e.
~ d

2
xMoreover, if we put Z • dT a ~ • then to • ecale, if y(T) represents

dT
V(t). then x(T) represents iL(t) and Z(T) represents Ie(t>. Theae

functions are shown in Figure VII., for ~ • 10

---__ 1
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--T
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y :d)C.
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VIII Rela!!tion Oscillation

3

IJ7 I p

....
V

Figure VIII.l

--
\o4--- vl.

As shown betore, the conditions ot Rela«ation oscillation are:

( i' R > r, i.e., the load line should intersect the characteriaticn

at a single point.in ita negative slope.

(ii) L» rR C or C should be .,ery ..all as shown in Figuren

VIII.lA. r

E(Of:::Jy
I

In order for any oscillation to be .elf-starting, the origin

lDust be a point of unstable equilibrium. As discussed. betore ,

L it ~ Lit iC - (c) .( r L 'ira ' the point P in Figure VIII.lB above is an
n n

unstable focus oorre.ponding to cOllplex roota with positive real part.

L 4L )I'!'his gives oscillation at s real frequeDCy. But if r~iC .. (C' ,
n

the point P is an unstable node corresponding to positive real root and

we get relaxation oscillation. LSince cr. • a(a»)I, thia also corresponds

to a "ery large value at ct.

Whatever be the initial conditions, once the oscillation build.

up, it attains a tinal steady-state amplitude which i. independent ot

the source voltage or any other condition. During each cycle at
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oscillation, the current and the YOltage relation of the diode trace. the

patlLl-2-"''' along the diode characteristic as shown in J'1sure VIIL1B.

The correaponding current and voltage wavefol'lls are shown in Figure

VIII .1C. This can be explained in the tollowing ..nner:-

Writing the loop equation, we get,

dI
E • ~ + rI + V

dI
or ~. (E - Ir) - V • VL(S81) ••• (VIII.l)

But(E - Ir)is the equation of the D.C. load-line. Therefore 't is the

distance from any point on the V-I char80~er1.tic to the load line aDd
11

it can be treated as a vector. But 't i. proportional to the ti.e rate.

of change ot current through the inductance L. Only at the point ot

41intersection ot the two curves V
L

• 0, i.e. dt • 0 aDd this point is the

steady-state operating point which is unetable in this case.

Now, as there was no initial current through the iDductance

after closing the switch, the current start. to increase from zero along

the line 1-2. Now VL drawn troll arq point along this Une to the load

line is positive indicating that the ourrent through the iDductaDCe IllUst

iDl:rease, i.e. *is positive. Hence current increa.es- from zero to Ip

and the operating point IIOves to the poeition 2.

At 2, Vt i. still positive, i.e.*is positive but current

cannot increase beyond I p • The operating point cannot travel down the

negative elope because that would lIean a decreaeing current or negative

dICit. Moreoyer, the move.ent of the operatiDI point wet reaa1n restrioted

alone the chare.cter1st1c curve of the diode. This oondition can be

satisfied if the operating point mues a juap troll point 2 to point ,.

The current through the inductance cannot change in8tantaneous~ but the



voltage can and it does. As soon as the operating point r.aches the

p.ak point 2 it jumps at constant curr.nt Ip to the point ,. At 3.

VL is negative. Th.retore. curr.nt tkJoough the iDductaDee lIust decreas8.

As the current decre.ses troll Ip to I". the operating point mo.,8S doVll

troll' to 4 along the curY• .3-4.

At 4, VL is still ne,atiYe. Theretore, current .ut decrease.

But it cannot decrease beyoq I y • It cannot aleo tra.,.l up alona th8

path 4-2 because that would lIe.n iDCreas1D1 ourr.nt. Bene.. the operatinc

point makes another jump tro. point 4 to 1, acun at constant ourrent

dII". At 1. 4t 1. again positi.,.. Th.retore, the ourrent iDer•••••
v

q&in and the cyole rep.ats itselt. Bence we tind that the operatinc

point never reach.s the stead1-state poaition I, but it oscillates &rOund.

p iDderinitel;y.

(a) Period ot oscillation.

It the ahunt capacituce ot the 4i048 is very .all the tille

taken b7 the operatin8 point to J.wap from point 2 to point 3 and aleo
"-'i

troll point 4 t~ :1, is quite nsgl1&ible. Thi. tills ot instantaneous

transition trom one state to the other is called the switchiag tille ot
14

the tunnel diode and is ,iven b1
V V

t s • C ,t - I tor pointe 2-', and., I .. I,p .,

C
V., - Vi

t s • tor point. 4-1•
.., I - I

" P y

For typical tunnel diode, this .witohing t:l..e i. of the order ot

neno-88oond. (10-9 aeconde).

For XA6~, Gu. tunnel d:l.o4e t a • 2 to , x 10-9 seconds •

• ssleeting this switchi. tille, the U.e taken by the oper.ting point
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to traverse the distance from 3-4 in the h1lh-voltage stat. and from

1-2 in the low-voltage state, can be calculated as follows. Let t l

and t 2 be the tille taken respectivel1 by the current to increase from

Iv to I p along 1-2, and. to delrease from I p to Iv along 3-4.
~, .'

In order to calculate this tille, the tunnel diode ie replaced

E T Cd ~d
Rd

L~VD r
E

J
Vc;j

,
nsure VIII.2

by its equivalent voltage source Vd , series resistance Rd and the shunt

capacitance Cd as 8hown in rieure VIII.2A

I"," L..

The current through the inductance is of the font

Ix,(t) • !Co + ltle-O:l~ + K2e-O:2t

where 0.1 aDd &2 erethe roota of the characteristic equation aDd are

given by

r 1 \ I( r 1 ~ 2 1 ( .L.)
el l ,o.2 • 2t + 2R C ~ ~ 2t + 2R C - tc 1 + R

del dd d d
lor typioal circuit values

(VIII ,,3)

Le
l (1 + -Rr ) '" (-2Lr + J. )2 a.ad.£ ~ -L
d d 2idCd L ~d

1 r + Rd
Therefore C1 1 and el2 aay be approxiaated 1»1 C11 • R"C ud 0. 2 'iI L •

d d
r + RdIf the shunt-capacitance is neglected, then «1 • 0, «2. L 1 and

the eqUivalent circuit becomes as shown in Fipre VIII.2B. Therefore

IL(t) • Ie> + 'K2e-o.2t • 'rhe value. of Rd aDd Vd to be substituted

depend on the region where the 'iede operate.. This i8 shown in the



piee ...viee eq,uiYalent circuit of' the diode.

t l '- As soon as the diode enters the low-voltage state at point 1, it

can be replaced ay a series resistance r l , aDd a voltage source Vd :; o.

The equivalent circuit then becomes 86 shown in Figure VIII.3A.

I L
r

I ...

E. Y, E t'2

T T Y2.

The conditione are at t • 0, I L • I. and t • t l , I
L

• Ip • Solving

for the current I L, "e get

(VIII.4)
L E - ~

It r is negligible, t l =ii l~ E - 1
2

where El • Iyrl ADd E2 • Vp •

t 2'- When the diode voltage jUlllPs from point 2 to point 3, the

equivalent circuit becomes as shown in figure VIII.3B, where r 2 i8

liven by the reciprocal ot the elope .t the characteristic segment

between the point 3 aDd 4 and V2 is the correapoDding voltage source.
. . V., + ·~Vt Vf - V2

Ae shown before, we will take V2 • aDd r 2 • •
2 I - IP .,



In this oase the conditions are when t • 0, I L • I p aDd when t • t 2,

I L • Iv. Solviilg the loop equations for I L(t), va get, after sub

stituting the initial condition

• E ; Vz (1 _ e-R2t/~ + I
p

.-Rzt/L, where
Z

When t • t z ' IL • Iv' therefore

L I R2 + Vz - E
t z • R In l'R + V _ E ,aiDee 'i + Iprz • VfZ v 2 2

L Vf - E + Ipr 17
therefore, t 2 • a; In Va + I

v
R
2

• E· It r is negligible

L Vt ":' I (VIII.5)
t 2 • t; In Va - E

Therefore, the total period of a cycle is T • t l + t 2 and hence the

1frequeDCy f • , •

As shown before, the period T 1e a fUDCtion of nesative con

ductance a at the bias point and the seri.1S inductanc. L(T • 1.62 a.&).

Since the negative conductance a i8 a function ot bias voltage,

the period T vari•• with the bias voltage. Hence, there is • large

variation ot frequency with thesupply voltage.

(b) iixp,r1I1,ntal results.

The tunnel diode used i8 a GaAs type XA650 having a ew1tchins

V - V 4 -9 .time t s • C f p. x 10 second.. Th. 4iod. 1.S connected in
y I - I

p v

e.ries with an inductance L • 4O\lh aDd 1. biased in the middle of its

negative Mope region vUh a voltage of E • 300 IIV., haviD8 a aeries

r.sistance of approximately r 1II 2 ohIDe. The voltage and the current

waveforms obtained are shown in figure VIII.,.
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XA650

y

1

Figure VIII.5

The period is found to be T • t l + t 2 • 2.06 ~sec., and the

1·
corresponding frequency f • T• 0.5 me/sec.

Sinee r is negligible, using the equations (VIII.4) and (VIII.5)

established before, t l and t
2

can be calculated as
L E - El

t l = - in E E:I: 1 0 5 ~see., and
r l - 2

Therefore, the period T = t l + t 2 = 2.1 ~sec. The observed values are

t l = 1 0 48 ~sec. and t 2 = 0.6 ~sec. Hence, we see that the calculated

values are in close agreement with the experimental ones. An oscillogram

of the voltage waveform is shown in Figure VIII.6a. In VIII.6b, the

voltage and the current waveforms are superimposed for comparison.

(c) Variation of t 1 and t 2 with bias voltage.

If the bias voltage is varied over the entire range of the

negative slope of the diode characteristics, the amplitudes remain

uneffected by this variation of the bias voltage but t l and t 2 vary

over a wide range as shown in the following table.

These values of t l and t 2 are plotted against bias voltage

in F'igure VIII.7. The frequency is maximum and the waveform is quit e





symmetrical near the valley voltage.

Calculated values Observed values

60

E(mv) t
1

(}l.sec) t
2

(llsec) T(}l.sec) tl(j.J.sec) t 2(j.J. sec) T(1J.sec)

150 4 0.48 4.48 3.8 00 45 4.25

200 2.56 0.56 3.12 205 0.54 3.04

250 1.88 0.64 2.52 1.9 0.55 2.45

300 1.6 0.70 2.30 1.48 0.60 2.08

350 1.32 0.77 2.09 1.25 0064 1.89

400 1.04 0.84 1.88 1.00 0.75 1.75

450 1 0.96 1.96 0090 0.90 1.8

480 1 1 2 0.80 1.00 1.80

500 0.88 1.06 1.94 0078 1.10 1.88

(d) Wave shaping: square wave generation.

(I) The waveform of the relaxation oscillator is neither

sinusoidal nor rectangular. By using another tunnel diode in series

with a suitable resistance across the output terminals, the bottom

rising portion of the wave can be smoothed out. The top drooping

portion can be eliminated by means of clipper action. The resulting

waveform then becomes a square one.

An oscillogram of the output voltage waveform without

clipping is shown in Figure VIII.6do

(2) If a short-circuited co-axial cable is used instead of the

series inductance, a good square wave is generated with excellent

frequency stability over a considerable bias rangeo

The period of the square wave is four times the period needed for

the electro-magnetic wave to travel the length of the cable. The
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short-circuiteu cable can be used either in series or in parallel with

the diode. In the latter case, the cable is oonnected to the diode

through a blocking condenser.

Experimental Results

The diode is biased in the negative-resi ···tanc e region and

connected in series with a short-circuited co-axiable cable of type

RG-8A/U, having a characteristic impedance Z = 50 ohms, as shown in

Figure VIII.8A. The output voltage waveform across the diode is

shown in Figure VIII.8B o
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~ It
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Figure VIII.8
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Length of the cable is 1 • 60 meters, and the velocity of

propagation of the electro-magnetic waves along the cable is approxi

mately V = 2 x 108 meters/second. Therefore, time of one way travel

1down the line is t z V• 0.3 ~sec. The observed value of the period

is 1.3 ~sec., which is approximately equal to 4t, t being the time of

one way travel along the length of the cable. An oscillogram of the

observed square wave is shown at (c) in Figure VIII.6. The period

remains constant over a considerable range of bias voltage.

When the cable is connected in parallel with the diode, a high

inductance choke of 100 ~h is placed between the diode and the source

voltage in order to isolate the source path a.c. wise. The d.c. is

blocked through the cable by a condenser of 0.1 ~f. The amplitude



and the period of the square wave are not affected by the parallel

connection of the cable.

(3) On the other hand,if an open-circuited co-axial cable

is connected across the tunnel diode in the above relaxation oscillator

circuit, an excellent rectangular wave is generated. But this time the

period of the rectangular wave is twice the period needed by the

electromagnetic wave to travel the length of the cable. This is

63

shown in Figure VIII.9

(b)

huL~_
(C)

Figure VII1.9

The length of the cable is L = 60 m. and the velocity of the

propagation along the cable is V = 2 x 108 m/sec. Therefore, the time

of one way travel is t =! . 0.3 ~sec. The period of the rectangular
v

wave 1s found to be T • 0.65 ~sec., which is equal to 2t. At a bias,

E a 400 mv. corresponding to the middle of the negative slope of the

diode characteristic, the wave is symmetrical as shown at (a) in

Figure Vlll o9B, and the half periods t
l

• t 2 =0 0 3 ~sec.

As the bias is increased gradually to E ,.. 500 mv., corresponding

to the valley of the characteristic, t
2

gradually decreases from

0.3 ~sec. to about zero and t l increases from 0.3 ~sec. to 0.6 ~Beco



The waveform then becomes a series of negative pulses 8S shown at (b).

On the other hand, when the bias is decreased from 400 mv. to

about 200 mv, t l decreases from 0.3 to almost zero and t 2 increases

from 0.3 to 0.6 ~sec., and the waveform becomes a series of positive

pulses as shown at (c).
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IX Self-Oscillations in a Transmission Line with a Tunnel Diode Generate

Staircase and Square Wave Forms

In the previous chapter we observed that a tunnel diode generates

square-wave when connected either in series or in parallel with a short-

circuited transmission line, the diode being biased in the negative

resistance region.

This phenomenon of self-oscillation in a transmis c ion li11e with

a tunnel diode has been explained with appropriate theoretical evidence

in the reference 15. There it has been shown how with increasing bias

the waveform changes from staircase to a square type. This method is

graphical rather than analytical. We shall give a brief account of the

theory given therein.

In a loss-less line, both the voltage and the current satisfies

the wave equation

a2v a2v
=LC

ax2 ot 2
••• (IX.l)

where v(x, t) and i(x, t) are the instantaneous voltage and the current

at a point x as shown in Figure IX.l

f ~ "'.t) =tEV(~.t )

Xao
Figure IX.l ,...t.

L airtd. C are the series inductance and the shunt capacitance per unit

leogth of the line. D'Alemberts' solution of (IX.l) is of the form
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where V ..

line.

vex, t) =.01(t -~) +J12(t +~)

1
(LC)~ is the velocity of propagation of the wave along the
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S1nce ax = -L at' and ax .. -c at' from (IX.2) we get

i(x, t) = ~ ~l(t -~) -.0'2(t + ~J ... (IX.3)
L

where Z.( C )~ is the characteristic impedance of the line.

The boundary conditions are

( i ) v(o, t) .. 0

(ii) HL, t) = f [VeL, t) + ~

Sbustituting the boundary conditions (i) in (IX.2) we get

.e'1 (t) +.-0'2 (t) .. 0, orZl (t) .. -J0
2

(t).

Substituting this into (IX.2) and (IX.3) and applying the boundary

condition (ii), we get

f f r 1 1 J.0'1 (t - 1j) + 2i (t + 1j) .. Zf L.ei(t - V) - %1 (t + V) + E

Let ~ • ~, the time taken by the wave to travel the length of

the line •

...0"l(t - ~) + .0'l(t +~) .. Zf [.9J,(t - ~) - .0'l(t + ~) + EJ ... (IX.4)

The above equation can be written as(15)

..ei(t +~) .. I~i(t - ~)] (IX.5)

which is a difference equation with the difference To If

..0'1(t - ~) = y( t), then (IXo5) becomes y( t + T) ... g\!( tU •

It is assumed that the initial function is of the form J(t) .. YO(t).

Let to be a fixed time, then we can define a sequence {Yn) , such that

yO ... YO(tO)

Yl .. YO(to + T) • g [yo(to»)
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As n approaches CP, this sequence has two possible steady states.

(1) There exists a certain value YtIC such that as n approaches

..0, this sequence converges asymptotically to YIIG and hence no oscillation

can occur.

(2) The steady-state may take. alternative different values

cyclically.

It can be shown that(15) if

( i) tl <.1, then the sequence fYn' converges to y~ and no

oscillation can oCcur. On the other hand if,

(ii) 1~1>1. then the sequence alternates between steady-state

cyclically and hence we get oscillation.

Now defining new variables '7J and ~ such that

"WI" (21* [y( t) + y( t + T~ and

=
Fe (2l* [y(t) - yet + T~ ,equation (IX.4) can be written as

..,. (:)~ f[ (2)* T + E] , but v(lt) • y(t) - yet + T) and

Therefore, ~ and f> are relat ed to v(.e, t)i(l,t) =t [yet) + yet + T)l

1
and i(l,t) by F = t2Y* v(i.t). and

Z
"'llll~ i(l.t).

Hence the characteristic of the tunnel diode can be plotted

on the"J-r plane by simply changing the scale of Hi,t) and v(.e,t)

such that 'I). (~* i(i,t), and 1'. (21* v(i,t). This is shown in
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:!..-~_--\ ----;l~__ ':1 ('0
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The relation between yet) and yet + T) can be obtained by rotating the

above curve 450 to the right as shown in Figure IX.2B.

If E ~V or E>V , the curve g intersects the "l -axis at a
p v

point in the positive resistance region. At this point J~" I and hence

this point is stable and no oscillation is possible. If V <E .( V ,P v

I~I is greater than unity at the point of intersection of the g curve

with the "l -axis. Hence, this point is unstable and various types of

self-oscillation can occur in this region.

If this oscillation is observed by the voltage c;cross the tunnel

diode, the oscillation generally has a staircase waveform.

If E is set near the middle point between V and V , the number
p v

of steady operating points in the low-voltage region (m) is nearly

equal to that 0 n the high-voltage region (n). When Z is small

we get a square wave corresponding to the mode m = I and n = I and the

current is constant. When E is set near to V , m is greater than n,
p

and when E is set near to Vv ' m is smaller than n. In any case, the

period is (m + n)T where T = ~ •

Experimental Results

The tunnel diode used is GaAs type XA65Q. For transmission

line, RG-8A/U type co-axial cable is used. The characteristic impedance
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of the cable i6 about Z .. 5OQ. The length of the cable is l • 60 m.,

velocity of propagation of wave along the cable is V = (~)~ .. 2xl0
8

m/sec.

21Therefore T .. IT .. 0.6 ~sec., where T i8 the time needed for

the wave to travel the length of the cable both ways.

By varying the bias voltage E within the negative resi~tance

portion of the diode V E V, the following three modes of oscillationp v

are observed.

( i ) m = 3, n = 1, period .. (m + n)T .. 4T .. 2.4 ~sec •

( ii ) m = 2, n .. 1, period .. (m + n)T .. 3T = 1.8 ~sec •

(iii) m = 1, n .. 1, period = zr = 1.2 ~sec 0

These results are shown in the oscillograms of Figure IX.3. These

are the voltage waveforms across the diode for different bias voltages.

The observed periods are in close agreement with the calculated ones,

the slight difference being due to the assumed approximate value for the

propagation velocity V along the cable. In Figure IX.3,

(a) corresponds to the case m = 3, n = 1. The bias is set very near to

the peak voltage of the diode. E = 200 mv., period .. 2.6 ~sec.

(b) also shows m .. 3, n = 1, but the bias is slightly greater than that

in (a). E .. 250 mv., period .. 2.4 ~sec.

(c) corresponds to the case m = 2, n = 1, E = 350 mv., period .. 1.9 ~sec.

(d) corresponds to the mode m = 1, n = 1 9 The wave form is a square

one. The bias voltage E = 400 mv., period .. 1.25 ~seco





X Tunnel Diode Switching Circuit

Any two-terminal active device that exhibits a negative resistance

possesses three distinct regions in its characteristic curve; two stable

r~gions separated by an unstable region. This is because no physical

device can have unlimited range of negative-resistance as that would

mean the device is a source of infinite energy. Such a device makes

an ideal switching circuit which needs two stable or quasi-stable states

separated by a single transition zone.

As Shown before, to be active or regenerative, a two-terminal

device must have an energy-storage element in it and hence as a voltage

controlled negative-resistance a tunnel diode needs an inductance in

series with it, in order to allow instantaneous voltage changes during

the switching process.

By proper choice of the load resistance R and the battery voltage

E, the load-line can be made to intersect the characteristic of the

tunnel diode either at a single point in its negative slope or at a

single point in one of its positive slopes or it can intersect at

three points in the three regions of the curve and thereby signifying

that the diode can be operated in the astable, monostable or bistable

mode of multivibrator respectively. The steady-state operating point

of the circuit which is given by the intersection of the load-line

with the characteristic, is always stable if it is on one of its

positive slopes and unstable if it is on its neg~tive slope. The

intersection of the load line with the negative slope is always unstable
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since here a change in current in either direction changes the diode

voltage in such a direction so as to cause an additional current

change in the same directiono

(a) Monostable operation.

As the name suggests, the circuit has a single, stable, steady-

state operating point. This is achieved by choosing the load line such

that it intersects the characteristic curve of the diode at a single

point in one of its positive-resistance regions.

( i ) "Let the bias voltage E and the load resistance R be such

that the load line intersects the characteristic in its low-voltage

positive slope at a single point P as shown in Figure X.1B.

I

I.
v~ I_f' L....- ~

IL- -"- -->o. V

Figure X.l

The steady-state operating point which is given by the intersection of

the load-line with the characteristic is stable when and only when any

momentary perturbation will create conditions forching a return to the

original position. Thus, the point P is stable and a quiescent current

II flows corresponding to a voltage Vl across the diode o

In order to trigger the diode, either a positive current pulse

of aagnitude greater than (Ip - 11) or a positive voltage pulse of

magnitude greater than (Vp - Vl ) must be applied at A, such that the
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stable operating point P is momentarily shifted beyond the peak of the

curve. Since a triggering pulse shifts the load-line upward and

parallel to its quiescent slope, for efficient and guaranteed triggering,

the slope of the load line and the magnitude of the triggering pulse

should be such that the temporary load line establishes a new stable

operating point Q in the high-voltage positive slope of the character-

istic during the time the pulse is present. Moreover, the nearer the

quiescent point P to the peak of the curve, the smaller is the .agnitude

of the tirggering pulse needed.

During the presence of the triggering pulse, the operating

point quickly reaches the peak point of the characteristic and then

jumps to point 2 along a constant current line and then proceeds towards

the point Q. The time needed for the operating point to jump from the

peak to the point 2 is called the switching time of the diode. This
y - y

f Ptime given by t s = Cy I _ I determines the rise time of the pulse.
p v

At the termination of the triggering pulse, the load line returns

to its original position and the diode draws its quiescent current II'

since the series inductance does not permit instantaneous change in

current. Hence, with the termination of the triggering pulse, the operating

point falls to pI from 2. At P', the diode voltage being greater than the

source voltage the current through L decreases and reaches the minimum

at point 3. The current cannot decrease beyond tr.is minimum and hence

the operating point jumps to the point 4 again at constant current.

From 4 the current increases again and finally reaches its steady-state

value at P. In order to repeat the cycle another triggering pulse can

be injected as soon as the operating point reaches its stable position

P.



Hence, for each small positive triggering pulse, an output pulse

is obtained as shown in Figure X.IC.

The rise and fall time of the output pulse depends on the

switching time of the diode from the point I to 2 and from 3 to 4

respectively. These are of the order of I - 4 nanoseconds (10-9sec .)

and can be neglectedo

The width of the output pulse depends on the time t l needed

for the current to decrease from point pI to point 3, i.e. from 11 to

I along the high-voltage slope. The maximum repetition rate isv

limited by the time t 2 required for the current to increase from Iv

to 1 1 along the low-voltage slope. This is because the diode will not

respond to the triggering pulse from any position of the operating

point other than P. This recovery time can be vuried by varying L

and H, and hence this circuit will operate as a frequency divider if

the recovery time is made larger than the time between the successive

triggering pulseso

(ii) If the bias voltage E is now increased beyond V , suchv

that the steady-state stable operating point is at S, as shown in

Figure X.2A, a negative pulse (voltage or current) is needed for

triggering the diode.
I 2

Figure Xo 2
E

v
1



The magnitude of the negative triggering durrent pulse should be
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greater than

greater than

(I 2

(V2 -

I ), and that of the voltage pulse should be
v

V). The path of operation is shown by the dotted
v

arrow line. The output voltage waveform is shown at Figure X.2B.

(b) Calculation of output pulse duration time t 1 and

recovery time t 2 •

In (i) the output pulse duration time t l is the time

required by the current to decrease from its quiescent value II to

I along the high-voltage slope of the diode, i.e. from point P'
v

to 3. In this region the diode can be replaced by a resistance r 2

in series with a voltage source V
2

' r
2

being the reciprocal of the

slope of the characteristic in this region. This is given by
Vf - V2 where V2 =

Vf + Vv discussed before. Hence, ther 2 = I - I 2
as

p v
equivalent circuit becomes as shown in Figure X.3A.

________......T V2.

Figure X.3

The conditions are at t = 0, I = 11 and at t • t l , I =Iv.

Solving for I(t) with the above initial condition, one gets

E - V / /
I(t). R 2 (1 _ e-R2t L) + II e-R2t L

2

where R2 = R + r 2 • At t = t l , I = I y ' therefore substituting this,

we get
L I l R2 + V2 - E

t l = R
2

in I
v
R
2
~ V

2
- E •

Similarly, the recovery time t 2 can be calculated by replacing the diode

with a resistance r l given by the reciprocal of the slope of the
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characteristic between point 4 and 1 in series with a zero voltage source

as shown at B in Figure X.3.

and at t = t 2, I =11.

conditione, one gets t
i

The conditions are at t = 0, I ::: I ,
v

substituting these

Similarly for (ii) the time t l and t 2 can be calculated

as above and are given by

output pulse duration time t l
L E2 - 121\

and
lIE Ri in E

2
- IpRl

L I R2 + V2 - E2recovery time t 2 • -in p
R2 I

2
R2 + V2 - E2

•

(c) Experimental Results.

( i) Positive triggering:- The circuit used is shown at A

are shown in B in Figure x.4.

000 mv Vo 0

r

- 550"'v

\{ 1

Figure x.4 -~s ""If

V,·

andthe output pulses

£=35"0"'1
L '=4~J; ""----- l

The tunnel diode used 1~ GaAs type XA650 for which V2 = 775 mv., r l ... 10Q

and r 2 ::: 33 ohms. The positive triggering pulses at 100 x 103 pulses/sec.

are obtained from a unit pulser (General Radio Co.) type 1217-A.,

haVing an output impedance of 200 ohms. The observed values of

t l and t 2 are 0.26 ~sec. and 0.8 ~sec. respectively and the calculated

values are



Thus, calculated and observed values are in close agreement. An

oscillogram of the output pulse is shown at (a) in Figure X.5.

(ii) Negative triggering:- The bias is increased to 650 mv.

and negative pulses at 100 x 103 pulses/sec. from a unit pulser are

used for triggering the diode. The other circuit parameters are kept

the same as in (i). The output pulses are shown at C in Figure x.4.

The observed values of t l and t 2 are 1.3 ~sec. and 0.8 ~sec.

respectively whereas the calculated values are t l = 1.2 ~sec. and

t 2 = 0.77 ~sec. An oscillogram of the output pulse is shown at

(b) in Figure X.5.

(d) Bistable Operation

For bistable operation, as the name suggests, there must be

two stable steady-state operating points and the diode may rest in

any one of these stable positions. Transition from one stale to the

other is achieved by means of external triggering. The bias voltage

E and series resistance R are such that the load line intersects

the characteristic of the diode at three points as shown in Figure

X.6B. Of the three equilibrium points 1 and 2 are stable whereas 3

is unstable.

The diode can be triggered from point 1 to the point 2 by

means of a positive pulse of such magnitude that the operating point

is forced out beyond the peak of the curve. Once triggered, the

diode stays at point 2 until it is triggered back to point 1 by means

of a negative pulse.

If triggered with alternate positive and negbtive pulses the

path of operation is along the arrows and the output pulse is as shown
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at C in Figure x.6.
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R

Figure x.6 E

t L.en
1 • H1

L
t 2 :: ~ .en

Suppose, initially the diode is at point 1, and current through

the diode and the inductance is 11 • When triggered by a positive

pulse, then during the presence of the pulse the operating point

jumps to P. But as soon a: the external pulse is over, the diode draws

its quiescent current 11 , since current through L cannot change in-

stantaneously, and hence the operating point falls to l' with the

termincltion of the triggering pulse. From 1', it proceeds to the stable

position 2, with a time constant depending on L and the total re5istance

in this region.

The operating point stays at Z until the negative pulse

arrives, when it is triggered to point 2' again at constant current.

From 2' it rises towards 1, with a different time constant.

The diode will not respond to the positive pulses unles5 the

operating point is at 1, and it will not be triggered by the negative

pulses from any position other than 2. Hence, if the time t l and t 2

are greater than the interval between the positive and negative

pulses. then this circuit will act as a frequency divider.

The time t l and t 2 can be calculated as shown before.

E - I 2Rl
E - 1

1
R

1

I 1R2 + V2 - E

I
2

R
2

+ V
2

.;. E



Triggering with positive pulses onl:.

In>order to trigger the diode alternately between the two

stable states, triggering pulses of alternating polarity are needed.

This causes a ereat limitation on the practical applications of the

diode such as a counter. This is because the output pulses of any

practical particle detector are always of the same polarity, either

positive or negative.

By using a catching diode for steering the input pulses of

the same polarity alternately to the anode and the cathode of the

diode, a bistable operation of the tunnel diode can be achieVed(16)

with triggering pulses of one polarity. This is shown in Figure

L
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Figure X.7

In the above circuit D2 is an ordinary diode. Suppose

initially the diode is at 1 in the low-voltage state. The current is

11 and the voltage acrOFS the diode is very low. Hence, the diode

D2 will not conduct. The first positive pulse is thus applied to

the anode of the tunnel diode and it switches to the high-voltage

low-current state 2. The voltaGe across the tunnel diode is very

large and the current is very low. Hence, D2 conducts now. When the

next pulse arrives, it is applied to the cathode of the tupnel diode



through the catching diode D2 • Therefore, the tunnel diode is again

switched back to the low-voltage state. The second pulse is also

applied to the anode but the diode being in high-voltage state, this

positive pulse has no effect on it. Thus we see, in a binary for

every two input pulses, there is one output pulse. If this output

pulse of the first stage is fed into a second stage, then for two

such output pulses, the second stage will give a single output pulse

and this corresponds to four input pulseso In this way, by cas-

cading several of these binary stages, the input pulses per second

can be scaled down to a very low value when it can be counted with

a mechanical counter.

Such a scaler of several tunnel diodes will have the following

advantages over other available scalers.

(a) Economical

(b) Miniature in size

(c) Low power consumption

(d) High rate of input pulses

(e) Insensitive to nuclear radiation

(f) Simpler constructiono

Experimental Results

( i) Triggering with alternating pulses:- The circuit used and the

output pulses obtained are shown in Figure x.8.
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The alternate positive and negative triggering pulses are

obtained by differentiating square waves generated by another

tunnel diode connected in series with a short-circuited co-axial

cable. The internal Tl and T2 between pulses of the oppoGite polarity

is the same and equal to Tl = T2 = 0.65 ~5ec. The pulse durations

t l and t 2 are found to be t l =0.65 ~sec. and t 2=2 ~sec. This is

because the time con~tants of the circuit are different in the two

rngions of the diode characteristic and the recovery time in the low-

voltage state is greater than T
2

, the interval between a negative and the

following positive pulse. Hence, a frequency division of 4 : 1 is

attained, since the diode responds to every third positive pulse.

(ii) Triggering with positive pulses:- The circuit arrangement and

the output waveform are shown below. The triggering pulses are

obtained from a unit pulse~.

IS,,""-

49.n.. Yo

Figure X.9

v'- J....__--'- -'-

vJl_1 L

An oscillogram of the input triggering pulses and the output pulse is

shown at (c) in Figure X.5.



XI Other SWitching Applications of Tunnel Diode

For any input voltage, the output voltage across a tunnel

diode with a finite load resistance is a non-linear fraction of the

input voltage 0 Except for no-load condition (~ = 0) these two

voltages do not bear any definite linear relationship. This is

because current through the diode is a non-linear function of the

voltage, the relation being given the V-I characteristic curve of

the diode. Hence, in Figure Xl.l, V t is given by the intersectionou

of the load-line with the characteristic of the diode, for different

values of V.•
J.n 1

2

oL-+---------'~-+-~--~--- V
vp V V';

Figure XI.l 2

If R is constant, the slope of the load-line is the same for

all values of V. • As the input voltage i' inc rear,ed from zero to
J.n

Vl , the current through the diode increases from zero to I p and the

output voltage increases from zero to V and the operating point
p

moves to the geak point 1.

Now, if Yin is slightly increased beyond Vl , the operating

point is shifted beyond the peak and it sees a stable position at 2,
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which is the intersection of the new load-line with the characteristic.

Hence, the operating point is switched from I to 2.

If R is very large, the switching takes place almost at

constant current as shown by the dotted lines. Thus, for a slight

increase in V. from VI' the output voltage increases from V to V '
1n p p

If V. is further increased, V t also increases along the high-
1n ou

voltage slope of the characteristic.

Hence, for a particular value of R, we have a fixed value of

V. above which the tunnel diode switches from the low-voltage to
1n

the high-voltage state. We shall call this the upper threshold

YOltage of the diode for a particular load. This voltage is given by

the equation VI = Vp + I R. Since V and I are fixed for a diode,p p p

VI is proportional to R.

Now, if aft er the diode voltage is switched from V to V , thep p ,

input voltage is gradually decreased from Vl
to V2, then the output

voltage will decrease from V ' to V and the operating point will bep v

at point 3. If Yin is slightly decreased beyond V2, the operating

point will be shifted beyond the valley and it will see a stable

position at point 4 given by the intersection of the new load-line

with the characteristic. Hence the diode voltage will switch back from

point 3 in the high-voltage state to the point 4 in the low-voltage

stat e.

Thus, V2 if) another threshold voltaGe below which the diode

switches from the high-voltage to the low-voltage state. We shall

call this the lower threshold voltage which is given by the equation

84

Since V and I are constants, V
2

is proportional to R.v v



If R is large, switching occurs at constant current. The switching
V - V V

time in the two cases is given by t l = Cv If I P and t 2 = Cv
v

I
p v P

which are of the order of several nanoseconds (10-9 seconds).

Thus, V t is not the same for the increasing the decreasingou

V. as shown in Figure Xl,,·2.
~n

Vovf
.2

~

~ 13

+
f

~
-~

~

4 VI·'"0 Figure XI.2

We find that there is a "hysteresis" loop which is equal to

(VI - V2)· This is due to the non-linear characteristic of the diode.

This hysteresis width depends on the value of R and increases with R.

For stable, switching, both the threshold voltages VI and V2

should be greater than V , the valley voltage of the diode. The load
v

resistance R should be such that the slope of the load-line should be

equal to or less than the negative slope of the characteristic curve.

From above, it is found that with a particular load resistance

R, the tunnel diode circuit has two definite threshold levels of input

voltage at which switching occurs.

(a) An upper threshold limit above which it switches from

the low-voltage to the high-voltage state and,

(b) a lower threshold limit below which the diode switches

back to the low-voltage state from the high-voltage one.

This switching property of the diode can be applied to a
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number of useful applications.

( i ) It can be used as an amplitude discriminator.

( ii) As a substitute for Schmidt trigger circuit.

(iii) Generation of rectangular pulses from sine wave.

(i) As an amplitude discriminator or detector.

Suppose we have an irregular stream of pulses having different

amplitudes. All pulses having an amplitude greater than a pre

determined level VT can be detected by feeding the stream into the diode

circuit. The diode will not be triggered by those pulses having

amplitude less than VT• VT can be adjusted at any level by choosing

the value of R. In any case. VT should be greater than the valley

voltage of the diode. which is in the case of GaAs type about 450 mv.

Thus we can separate or d15criminate pulses of different

amplitudes by using a number of diodes having different threshold

voltages as shown in Figure XI.3.

\1,"..,

Figure XI.3

Dl will be triggered by all the pulses having amplitude

greater than Vl - D2 will detect only those pulses having amplitude

greater than V2 whereas D
3

will only be actuated by those having

amplitude greater than V
3

•

Moreover. suppose we have a single input having amplitude

greater than V
3

- As soon as the aaplitude exceeds V
l

• D
l

will be
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triggered and when it exceeds V2' D2 will be triggered. Finally

when the input voltage exceeds V
3

, D
3

will switch to its high-voltage

state. During the decreasing portion, D
3

will switch back to its

low-voltage first, and then D
2

and finally D
l

• Now, if the output

of the thr.ee diodes are combined together to give a single output, then

from the above arrangem~nt, it is evident that for a sine function

input, the output will be a staircase type function.

(ii) As a substitute for Schmidt trigger circuit.

A Schmidt trigger circuit is most commonly used to deliver a

stepped output pulse from a continuously varying input pulse when the

input pulse panses certain set levels.

The output from a particle detector employing the ionizing

property of the particle as it passes through a gas, is in the form of

a pulse of varying amplitude and duration. Moreover, a::sociated with

the ionization pulses there are spurious noise pulses which are to be

eliminated. These ionization pulses mu~t be converted to rectangular

or stepped pulses before they are fed to the counter. These are

accomplished by setting the two trigger levels of the Schmidt circuit.

The simple tunnel diode circuit shown in Figure XI.4 perform

the same thing.

v,"

\1,,,

""-

Figure xr.4

The diode will trigger only for those pulses having amplitude gre~ter
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than Vl , where Vl = Vp + IpR. Hence, it will eliminate all the

unwanted noise pulses. When the amplitude decreases below V2 ' it

will again trigger back to iLs low-voltage state. where

V2 = V + I R. The diode will remain in the high-voltage state asv v

long as the input amplitude is greater than V
2

, and it will remain in

the low-voltage state as long as Yin is less than Vl • Thus, for

a continuously varying input, the output is a rectangular pulse.

(iii) Experimental results.

The tunnel diode is used in generating rectangular pulses from

sine wave. The circuit arrangement as well as the input and the

output pulses are shown in Figure XI.5. Since there is no bias on

the diode, only positive half-cycle of the wave is used. If a full-wave

rectification arrangement is used, two pulses for each cycle are

obtained.

1

Figure XI.5

D3 is an ordinary diode used to block the negative half-cycle. D
l



and D
2

are GaA5 type tunnel diode having Vp

I • 10 ma., and I = 0.5 mao
p v

= 100 mv., V '" 450 mv.,v

and

Upper threshold voltage

Lower threshold voltage

+ I R =
P

+ I R :c
v

6 volts,

0.75 volts.

Therefore peak value of the input voltage must be greater than 6

volts for effective triggering. As soon as the input voltage is

greater than 6 volts, the diode voltage jumps from V to the high
p

voltage state, and when the input voltage decreases below 0.75 volts,

the diode voltage again jumps from V to the low-voltage staLe.
v

R2 and D2 are used to smooth out the initial rising portion

of the output pulse, from 0 to V •
P

An oscillogram of the waveform is shown at (d) in Figure
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